PRESS RELEASE
SAFE BAG LANDS AT VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IN CANADA
Milan – 26 April 2017 - Safe Bag S.p.A., one of the leading companies worldwide in the
protection and tracing of luggage for airport passengers, would like to announce that, for 5
years starting from 1 May 2017, it will replace the local operator for the provision of its
integrated service for travellers (including luggage wrapping and tracing, jointly called "Premium
Package”, Travel Goods and Weigh and Save) at the International Airport of Vancouver.
Vancouver is currently the second largest airport in Canada after Toronto, with a cumulative
total of over 17 million passengers in 2016, increasing in January and February 2017 by 6,8%
compared with the same two months of 2016. Vancouver, which is a major North American
West Coast airport, is Safe Bag's second location in Canada, after entering Montreal in June
2016.
"We plan to continue growing in North America - declares Alessandro Notari, CEO of Safe Bag after entering in Montreal last June, we realized that this market has a huge potential and that
we speak the same language as our airport partners".
"Entering Vancouver - comments Rudolph Gentile, Chairman of Safe Bag - confirms that our
policy of aggregating small local competitors is a winner; our range of products and services is,
by now, a distinctive feature and an opportunity to create value for both our airport partners
and for small local competitors".
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Safe Bag, a company founded by Rudolph Gentile in 1997 and led by him along with CEO
Alessandro Notari, is a leader in the security and baggage tracing service for airport passengers,
through an integrated portfolio of solutions for the security and comfort of passengers:
wrapping of luggage; traceability; refund in case of loss or damage; travel products and
accessories.
It has been listed on the AIM segment of the Italian Stock Exchange since September 2013.
Safe Bag, based in Gallarate (VA), has about 400 employees worldwide. It has about 2 million
customers per year and has a presence at airports in Italy, France, Portugal, Switzerland, USA
and Canada with a total of around 80 points of sale.
The Group ended 2016 with a turnover of around 26.5 million euro.
www.safe-bag.com/it/

